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Dear Friend; ~ ~4ygJn 
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The Steven Biko Fund is an idea. The idea is simply this: 
to facilitate the reinvestment of money divested from corpo
rations doing business in South Africa. In order to do this, 
it is necessary to discover corporations that are managed by 
individuals who care about social justice--not just in South 
Africa, but everywhere. In its· initial stages, therefore, 
The Steven Biko Fund must operate as a network of concerned 
individuals who, in the course of their research, come 
across information useful to the whole. It is my desire 
that The Steven Biko Fund will grow into a mutual fund, 
listed in the newspapers, attracting the money of socially 
concerned individuals, funding worthwhile endeavors. 
As the Chinese say, "A journey of a thousand miles 
begins with one step. " 

Since December, 1978, the Steven Biko Fund has: 
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· 1) mailed over 100 pamphlets to anti-apartheid organizations 
around the country, 

2) conducted a survey of 20 banks in the New Haven area to elicit 
information on investment policies, and 

3) decided to register as a non-profit organization in the State of 
Connecticut for the purpose of research and education in the area of 
ethical investment with a special emphasis on the liberation struggle 
in Southern Africa. 

The Mailing. Not a very successful effort. About 10% of the letters were returned 
to sender and only a few responses received. Listing in the NECLSA newsletter 
elicited more interest. I receive approximately one solicitation per day from 
worthy causes ranging from whales and seals to peace groups, poverty relief, and 
hospitals, so I can understand the less-than-enthusiastic response from people who 
suffer, as I do, from Worthy Cause Overload. 

THE BIKO PLEDGE 

We voluntarily agree 
to avoid or suspend a II 
business transactions with 

the Republic of South Africa 
until that country abides by the 

United Nations Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights. 
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The Survey. Of the 20 banks surveyed, only one 
responded and even that response was unsatisfactory. 
As a result, I redesigned the questionnaire and 
decided to limit the survey to commercial banks 
only. Telephone conversations with several local 
bank presidents revealed: 1) the cover letter was 
implicitly threatening, 2) banks don't like to reveal 
more about their operations than absolutely necessary, 
and 3) banks don't like to talk about South Africa 
at all. I persevere. 

Non-profit Status. The cost of mailing and tax 
advantages make non-profit status for The Steven 
Biko Fund an attractive proposition. Since the 
purpose of the Fund, in its initial stages, is 
research, we can comfortably live with the 
restrictions that non-profit status impose. As we 
grow and change, so will our tax status. 

Correspondence. DR. ROBERT J. SCHWARTZ of Shearson, Hayden, 
Stone, Inc.. has agreed to serve as an advisor to the Steven Biko Fund. 
Dr. Schwartz has worked long and hard in peace and civil rights efforts ; 
we are pleased and honored that he has expressed interest in The Steven 
Biko Fund ..... MO SIEGEL, president of Celestial Seasonings, Inc .• 
responded to pressure from his staff to terminate the importation of 
ruibush, an herb grown in South Africa. I wrote Mr. Siegel to inquire 
if Celestial Seasonings would take the Biko Pledge and thereby qualify 
as a candidate for reinvestment money. Mr. Siegel sent me a box of 
herbal tea and a letter explaining that he was not prepared to discuss 
the capital needs of his company at this time ..•.. KAREN LEHMAN of the 
Human Rights Staff of Minnesota Clergy and Laity Concerned wrote to 
express interest and request more information about The Fund .. . .. 
EPISCOPAL CHURCHMEN FOR SOUTH AFRICA put us on their mailing 
list ..... TOBY D 10ENCH of The North Star Fund wrote to inquire about 
our aims and objectives. The North Star Fund is one of a growing number 
of foundations that fund projects outside of or antithetical to the established 
order ..•.. CAREY DUNNE of the Oberlin College Coalition for the Liberation 
of Southern Africa wrote for information about the fund, as did JAMES 
WILTON of the Bucknell Alliance Against Apartheid. These are student 
organizations who are deeply concerned with the concept of this Fund 
because they are under pressure from university administrators to find 
alternative investments for the money currently tied up in tainted stock. 
I wrote Carey and James telling: them that the Steven Biko Fund is not 
yet · able to supply the in-depth support that they need and referred them 
to Dr. Robert J. Schwartz, Robert Swann of the Institute of Community 
Economics in Boston, and a pamphlet entitled "Investment Options for 
University of California Funds" published by Community Economics 
Associates in Berkeley .•... Received a card from SUSAN DORFMAN of 
the Institute for Community Economics asking me what we are up t o. 
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This newsletter should answer your question, 
Susan ..... Received an announcement that the 
International Student Support Committee Hemispheric 
Conference for Action Against Apartheid was cancelled 
and will be rescheduled. Never received the promised 
new schedule ..... The North Will Rise Again by 
JEREMY RIFKIN and RANDY BARBER is an important 
and exciting book for those interested in ethical 
investment. 
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A Personal Note. I work as a computer programmer J.. 
at Yale-New Haven Hospital and am pursuing my ?c ttv ~~ /ll 'L ~ 
MBA at the University of New Haven on a part-time U "..,~{/'Z' 
basis. I am majoring in Finance to prepare myself ~ 
for fund management. I have been earning money for 37 VINE ST. 

The Steven Biko Fund by writing artie les on South M 1 L FORD· C T 06 4 60 

Africa and related subjects. Some of these articles are: 
1) "South Africa: Images of Oppression/Voices of Liberation", 

a review of Donald Woods' Biko and Peter Magubane's South 
Africa published in The New Haven Advocate. 

2) "Computing the Police State: The Human Abuse of Human 
Beings", an analysis of the use of computers in South Africa, 
to be published in Datamation, a trade journal for the data 
processing industry. 

¥ 3) "The Sullivan Principles and Their Discontents". an analys i s 
of The First Report of the Signatory Companies to the 
Sullivan Principles. Unpublished. 

Copies of the above articles are available upon request. In addition, 
copies of the Steven Biko Bank Questionnaire are available. 

The Biko Pledge. The Biko Pledge (see enclosed pamphlet) is offered as 
an alternative to the Sullivan Principles. It provides an opportunity for 
business people to take a principled stand on a controversial issue and, 
should it gain enough attention and support, sets a precedent for soc ial 
activism in the marketplace. Most people want to know how a product will 
benefit them in the ·short run, but a truly informed consumer also wants to 
know how a producer behaves in the long_ run. The Biko Pledge will serve 
to identify prime candidates for reinvestment money and consumer 
patronage. 

::,.. According to Richard L. Barovick of the Business and Society Review 
(Fall, 1978, p. 68): "The South African issue .•. may do more- to create 
international standards of corpo~ate conduct than any other effort. " 
It is poetic justice that our efforts to liberate South Africans may have 
the side-effect of liberating us. 
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STEVEN BIKO ·fUNO MAILING LIST SPRING 1979 

PERIODICALS (8) 

BLACK ENTERPRI SE 
BRIARPATCH REVIEW 
BUSINESS AND SOCIETY 
DOLLARS AND SENSE 
NEW HAVEN ADVOCATE 
POLITICS AND EDUCATION 
SOUTHERN AFRICA 
WIN 

-
I 

ORGANIZATIONS (25) 

AFRICAN NAT. CONGRESS 
AMER. COMM . ON AFRICA 
BOSTON COALI TION 
BUCKNELL ANTI-APARTHEID 
COMMUNITY ECONOMICS 

ASSOCI ATE S 
CORP . DATA EXCHANGE 
EPISCOPAL CHURCHMEN FOR SA 
INFORM 
INST. OF COMM . ECONOMICS 
INTERFAITH CENTER FOR 

CORP. RESPONSIBILITY 
MINN . CLERGY & LAITY 
NAMIBI A COMMITTEE 
NEW HAVEN LAW COLLECTIVE 

. NORTH STAR FUND 
OAKLANU U ANTI-APARTHEID 
OBERLIN U AN TI-APARTHEID 
PAN AFRICANIS T CONGRESS 
PEACE CENTER 
PEOPLE'S BUSINESS COMM. 
PROMOTING ENDURING PEACE 
SOUTH AFRICA CATALYST 
STEVE BIKO MEM. COMM. 
SWAPO 
UNITY ON THE LEFT 
YALE SOUTH AFRICA 

RESEARCH PROJECT 

INDIVIDUALS (27) 

THE BERGS 
RAJ DASSANI 
THE DENENFELOS 
THE ELBINGERS 
RUTH FRISHMAN 
HOWARD HAwKINS 
NANCY IVISON 
THE KALEYS 
KANYA KEKUMBHA 
PETER KRALA 
ALICE T. MARLIN 
STEVE PARKER 
THE PIANINS 
BILL RAAP 
I OA RAWLS 
THE RESNICK$ 
THE ROSENBLUM$ 
MARK SCHOLNICK 
OR. ROBERT SCHWARTZ 
THE SCOTTS 
MD SIEGEL 
THOM SERRANI 
ALAN TURNER 
MONICA wEBER 
HOWAR 0 WH lT E 
L. PIERCE WILLIAMS 
THE WIT SCHONKES 

*************************************************** 
* NOTE: * 
* * * INDIVIDUALS WH O DO NOT INDICATE INTEREST IN * 
* REMA I NING ON TH~ MAILING LIST WILL BE DELETED * 
* * *************************************************** 
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